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In August 2002, the Public Airport Authority Act, MCL
259.108-259.125 (“Act 90”) established the Wayne
County Airport Authority (WCAA), which assumed
operational jurisdiction of Detroit Metropolitan Wayne
County Airport (DTW) and Willow Run Airport (YIP).
WCAA is responsible for the management and oversight
of DTW and YIP, including the power to plan, promote,
extend, maintain, acquire, purchase, construct, improve,
repair, enlarge and operate both airports.

As one of the largest domestic and international airports in
the United States, DTW plays a major role in the growth and economic
development of Southeast Michigan. It is located on approximately 6,100
acres of land within the City of Romulus in Wayne County adjacent to I-94 and
I-275. YIP serves as a “reliever” airport, serving general aviation (GA) activity
 Ǧ      ϐ    
DTW. It is situated on approximately 2,600 acres of land in Ypsilanti Township
and Van Buren Township north of I-94 and southeast of Michigan Avenue. YIP
    Ǥ    ϐ 
economic assets and each has the ability to drive additional economic development
within the region.
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I. OVERVIEW
ĊČĎĔēĆđĊěĊđĔĕĒĊēęęėĆęĊČĞ
Southeast Michigan is one of the largest metropolitan areas in the
country. It is anchored by Metro Detroit which is the 11th largest
metropolitan area in the United States. Historically, Detroit has
been synonymous with the design and manufacturing of cars and
the underlying supply chain that drives vehicle assembly. The car
manufacturing process made Detroit an international destination
attracting and nurturing a skilled industrial workforce while creating
a region with a competitive transportation network. It is this network
combined with the human capital that many believe can be leveraged
to create a world-class logistics hub by utilizing the available land
surrounding DTW and YIP. By leveraging the existing transportation
resources at DTW and YIP with a coordinated economic strategy for
developing the land directly surrounding each airport, Southeast
Michigan has the opportunity to create the “Detroit Region
Aerotropolis”.
The Detroit Region Aerotropolis holds the potential to draw billions of
dollars in investment to the region and provide thousands of new jobs.
The area around DTW and YIP has the potential to be transformed
from an agricultural region into a mixed-use development including
facilities to support expanded passenger and cargo/logistics activity,
more aircraft maintenance, and new corporate GA operations.
Likewise, the area could support new commercial and retail
development, warehousing and industrial functions, and tourism,
recreation and entertainment related facilities.
Acknowledging the enormous potential of the Detroit Region
Aerotropolis, the WCAA, Wayne County, Washtenaw County and seven
municipalities surrounding DTW and YIP have signed agreements to
be part of the Detroit Region Aerotropolis Development Corporation
(ADC). The role of the ADC is to promote economic development and
job growth, to support legislation favorable to economic development,
and to provide developers with a one-stop process for entitlements
and development approvals.
In support of this regional development strategy, the State of Michigan
adopted the Next Michigan legislation on December 15, 2010. This
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legislation authorizes and enables the development of Renaissance
        ϐ    
economic development by companies engaged in shipping, supply
chain management, manufacturing or assembly via multimodal
commerce. This enabling legislation allows the ADC to focus on
maximizing the economic potential at or near DTW and YIP, thereby
leveraging and maximizing the economic potential in and around
these key logistics assets.

With the new emphasis on the Detroit
Region Aerotropolis and its potential to
stimulate additional growth and economic
development, it is appropriate for WCAA
to develop an Integrated Airport Land Use
Strategic Plan.

ęĚĉĞĚėĕĔĘĊēĉĊĊĉ
Between 2005 and 2010, WCAA completed separate master plans
    Ǥ    ϐ  
development needs of each airport based on the anticipated demand
of passengers and aircraft operations. With the new emphasis on the
Detroit Region Aerotropolis and its potential to stimulate additional
growth and economic development, it is appropriate for WCAA to
develop an Integrated Airport Land Use Strategic Plan that:
t ϐ   
development through the development/redevelopment of
WCAA controlled property;
t Serves as an overlay to the DTW and YIP airport master plans,
coordinating and prioritizing land use recommendations
t Ensures land use recommendations are consistent with, and
complimentary to, the Detroit Region Aerotropolis strategy; and
t Provides WCAA with a planning tool to assist in identifying
and evaluating opportunities to develop/redevelop WCAA
controlled property.

I. OVERVIEW
This plan achieves each of these objectives and provides WCAA with
     ϐ      
development or redevelopment of WCAA controlled land.
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While DTW and YIP have large areas of undeveloped land, much
of that land is reserved for aeronautical purposes and unavailable
for development. To identify which areas of land are available for
development, a rigorous screening process was conducted that
considered all of the relevant aeronautical criteria dictated by the
FAA, including requirements for navigational aids (NAVAIDs) and
their critical areas, runway protections zones and object free areas,
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criteria at each airport, a total of 10 development focus areas (DFAs)
ϐǡ    Ǥ
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II. MARKET ASSESSMENT AND EXTERNAL FACTORS
ĆėĐĊęĆĘĘĊĘĘĒĊēęĆēĉĊĝęĊėēĆđċĆĈęĔėĘ
A thorough assessment of regional market conditions, the general
socioeconomic environment, and other external factors are used to
 Ǥϐ
subsections: Detroit Region Aerotropolis, Local Development Trends,
Aviation Related Development, Stakeholder Coordination, and Key
Findings and Themes. The Detroit Region Aerotropolis subsection
provides an overview of the Aerotropolis urban planning concept
 ϐ   ϐ     Ǥ
Local Development Trends provides a review of the local market
ϐ Ǥ
      ϐ  Ǧ
opportunities: cargo activity; maintenance, repair and overhaul
services (MRO); and GA functions. This subsection provides a national
overview of each of these aviation related development opportunities
as well as a synopsis of local market potential. The stakeholder outreach
and coordination process of sharing information and gathering data
is summarized in the Stakeholder Coordination subsection. The
synthesis of all of this information and the emerging themes that are
used to evaluate and prioritize development opportunities later in
this report are presented in the Key Findings and Themes subsection.

ĊęėĔĎęėĊČĎĔēĆĊėĔęėĔĕĔđĎĘ
The concept of the “Aerotropolis” has been popularized by Dr.
John D. Kasarda, a professor of Urban Planning at the University of
North Carolina at Chapel Hill. It is based on the assumption that as
economies become increasingly globalized and dependent on the
speed and agility that air commerce provides to the movement of
people and goods, the airport will become a logistical platform for the
surrounding urban form and regional economy.
ϐͲǡͲͲͲ
acres encompassing DTW and YIP, including nearly 25,000 acres
available for new development. The area contains a transportation
network that includes the infrastructure to facilitate passenger and
ϐ ǡǡǤ 
and the State of Michigan provide a highly favorable environment for
economic development within this area. For example, state legislation
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enables the ADC to award renaissance zones for eligible businesses
and assist with expediting permits, pursue tax abatement and support
tenant recruitment and training. As a result, it is envisionaed that the
Airport will become a logistical platform for the surrounding urban
form and regional economy.

ĔĈĆđĉĊěĊđĔĕĒĊēęęėĊēĉĘ
This synopsis describes general market conditions in Southeast
 ǡ ϐ  ǡ 
information from local developers, Wayne and Washtenaw counties,
the ADC, and surrounding communities.
    ǡ  ϐ ǡ  
nine counties – Wayne, Oakland, Macomb, Washtenaw, Monroe,
Livingston, Lapeer, St. Clair and Genesee. The population of the region
was approximately 5.2 million in 2011, which ranked as the 11th
largest market in the United States. The region’s per capita income
was approximately $39,000, which was approximately 6% below
the national average, but 8% above the average for Michigan. Total
employment for 2011 was approximately 2.17 million workers. The
unemployment rate for 2011 was approximately 11.0% which was an
improvement from 14.5% unemployment as recently as 2009.

The principal industry continues to be automotive manufacturing
and the related supply chain activities. Virtually all of the major auto
companies and many suppliers are located in the region, and the

region remains the leader in automotive research and development
(R&D), with over $11 billion in annual spending, over 250 automotive
R&D facilities, over 8,000 automotive technology businesses, and one
ϐ  Ǥ ǡ
production dropped from approximately 16 million units in 2000 to
approximately 9 million units in 2009, the market was dramatically
impacted. Employment in the industry dropped from 320,000 jobs in
2000 to 120,000 jobs in 2010. Production has increased to 11 million
units in 2010 and 12-13 million units in 2011, and is forecasted to
stabilize at approximately 14 million units in future years, but well
below peak production levels of 10-15 years ago. Many automotive
suppliers failed to survive the recession, resulting in continued
Ǥ ϐ  
at both the auto companies and suppliers make it unlikely that
ϐ Ǥ

The Airport will become a logistical platform
for the surrounding urban form and regional
economy.
The knowledge base developed primarily in the automotive industry
has provided the basis for other high tech businesses. The region
has drawn advanced automotive battery cell technologies, as at least
ϐ          
and production operations in the region. Similarly, the region has
become the home to clean technologies, including wind, solar and

II. MARKET ASSESSMENT AND EXTERNAL FACTORS
could also include parts storage and other related operations. GA
      ϐ   
leisure pilots, and include Fixed Base Operators (FBOs). FBOs service
and accommodate both commercial and GA operators through a range
of services including fueling, aircraft sales and service, and apron and
hangar space for aircraft storage.

water processing technologies. The region continues to be a leader
in national defense, with the presence and growth of numerous
companies within this market.
 
The healthcare industry is prominent in the region, led by Henry Ford
Health System, St. John Health System, McLaren Health, Beaumont
Hospitals, and University of Michigan Health System. While there
was substantial growth in the industry until the mid 2000’s, the
ʹͲͲͺ Ǥϐ 
Detroit Medical Center and other health care facilities recently seems
to signal a renewed growth in this sector.
 
The region is home to numerous universities, including University
of Michigan, Michigan State University, Eastern Michigan University,
Wayne State University, University of Detroit Mercy, Marygrove
College, Oakland University, Lawrence Technological University,
Northwood University and Walsh College. University Research
Corridor, a research-based collaboration between Michigan, Michigan
State University and Wayne State University, generates annual
research & development spending of approximately $1.4 billion, which
is competitive with peer university alliances around the country and
provides substantial support to the private sector in the region.
 
As with the broader Southeast Michigan market, the real estate market

in western Wayne County has experienced a modest recovery, with
positive new absorption of 116,000 square feet in the second quarter
of 2011 and 1.8 million square feet between 2010 and 2011. However
this recovery includes lease rates well below those of a decade ago.
In 2007, Jones Lang LaSalle issued the Detroit Region Aerotropolis
Market Analysis. This report provides a detailed assessment of the
    ǡ  ǡ ǡ ϐ ǡ
hotel, and retail uses, and benchmarked those areas against the real
estate climate of the United States, the Midwestern United States,
and the Detroit Metropolitan Region (Southeastern Michigan) for the
period 2000-2006 (see Appendix information). Given that the Jones
Lang LaSalle report was prepared prior to the most recent national
economic recession, and was considerably out of date at the time the
Integrated Airport Land Use Strategic Plan was prepared, it was not
used in the development of this report, but is included in the appendix
for general informational purposes.

ěĎĆęĎĔēĊđĆęĊĉĊěĊđĔĕĒĊēę
  ϐ          
understand the potential and likelihood of development on airport
property. This included cargo activity, aircraft MRO services, and GA
functions. Cargo activities consist of both passenger and freighter
aircraft and can also involve warehousing and other logistics functions.
Aircraft MRO services could include both “line” maintenance that
typically occurs overnight and “heavy” maintenance that requires the
aircraft to be out of service for up to several weeks. These services

 
An analysis of cargo activity was completed by Webber Air Cargo in
2011 and is included in the Appendix. DTW ranked as the 27th largest
airport in North America for cargo in 2010. It handled 193,344 Metric
Tons, an increase of 19.4% over the previous year. However, from
2000 through 2009, cargo activity declined 45.7% at DTW, likely the
result of slow growth in domestic air cargo as well as the growth of
primary and secondary cargo hubs around the country. Another likely
factor leading to the decline in air cargo at DTW from 2000 through
2009 was the erosion of the local/regional economy with primary
losses in automotive production and secondary losses driven by lack
of consumption based on declining incomes. Furthermore, Delta Air
Lines (Delta) has not prioritized air cargo as much as Northwest
Airlines had in the past. Other assessments place DTW near the
bottom of all the major markets in belly cargo assets with the most
underdeveloped air cargo facilities.
In the past several years, Detroit area cargo operators seem to be
focusing on growing the international air cargo segment. Asia has
been the primary target and it is widely accepted as a key growth
sector in the air cargo industry. This avenue could be effective,
especially if Delta’s Sky Team Partners like China Eastern were to
engage and invest in DTW. Unfortunately, the lack of facilities may be
a disadvantage for cultivating the air cargo industry at DTW or YIP
going forward. In looking towards strategic developments, a plan that
utilizes available land for warehouse space to support both passenger
aircraft cargo and dedicated international freighter cargo may be
prudent.
It should be noted that the Transportation Security Administration’s
(TSA) requirement mandating 100% screening of belly cargo seems
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to have had a greater effect on DTW than many other belly cargo
markets. Investment in equipment and training was perceived as too
great by many operators in the DTW market who preferred to truck
cargo to Chicago O’Hare International Airport for superior freighter
 ǡϐ   Ǥ
One opportunity for cargo related development may be to contract
with a 3rd party cargo screening company to operate at DTW.
Willow Run Airport may be attractive to operators who value low
    ϐ Ǥ ǡ   
not offer any special capabilities compared to those provided at
DTW, and therefore may not add value to the region because DTW
is not currently capacity constrained. Duplicating similar facilities is
ϐ ϐ Ȁ 
driving additional demand.
 ǡ  
An analysis of aircraft maintenance, repair and overhaul (MRO)
services was completed by LPS Avia Consulting in 2011 and is included
  Ǥ     ϐ     
Ǥ   ϐ
Ǥϐ 
ϐǡ Ǥǡ
activity rebounds and grows, demand for MRO services will increase.
Additionally, certain MRO activities that have been performed abroad
in the past may be shifting back inside the United States as a result of
federal regulations and other pressures.
ϐ 
is the presence of Delta Technical Operations, the group responsible
for line maintenance of Delta aircraft. They are currently in the process
of certifying both of their aircraft maintenance hangars to FAA Part
145 status. When complete, this will allow them to perform 3rd party
maintenance activities for other carriers. Delta has stated publicly
that they consider their two hangars and their MRO employees in
Detroit to be an important component of their MRO strategy going
forward. The presence of a large MRO anchor tenant in Delta, a
 ϐ  ǡ        
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DTW and position it well for both additional line maintenance and
possibly heavy maintenance activity as well.
YIP is a candidate for heavy maintenance operations due to its low
       Ǥ  ϐ 
the skilled labor market and MRO activities at DTW; however, it
         ϐ  
investment. Critical factors in this pursuit of MRO activity include
the cost and availability of skilled labor and the cost of developing
and leasing facilities. In order to effectively compete for MRO activity,
WCAA will need to leverage its skilled workforce and offer compelling
cost strategies for additional MRO development at both DTW and YIP.

A global and regional analysis of GA functions was completed by
Airport Business Solutions in 2011 and is included in the Appendix.
ϐǤ  
broadly falls into two categories: corporate or business activity and
 Ǥ ϐ  
at DTW and YIP, consistent with a national decline in GA activity. This
is due to a number of factors: fuel and other operating costs, FAA/EPA
regulation, the economic recession, security constraints, and public
perception. In addition, some GA operations, especially at Willow
Run Airport, are related to air cargo and air cargo activity is down
nationally as well. Recent projections suggest that GA activity will not
return to pre-2008 levels until 2020 or beyond with annual growth
limited to 1% or less for the foreseeable future.

 ϐ        
diminish due to local economic conditions, fewer private pilots
entering the system, and high aircraft and insurance costs. Fuel
costs, lease terms and cooperative marketing programs are the
most obvious strategies for airport operators to pursue in order to
limit these anticipated declines. Potential growth opportunities
may exist in on-demand charter operations, fractional ownership
of aircraft, and consolidation of based aircraft. Although total based
aircraft are declining both regionally and nationally in pure numbers,
opportunities to increase base aircraft at YIP may exist through
consolidation or migration from other GA airports in the region.
 ϐ     ǡ    Ǧ  ǡ
may also present opportunities for additional GA activity, provided
a compelling business deal can be made. GA marketing should be
    ϐ       
toward educating the community on the role GA activity and the
airports that support it play in bringing new industry and jobs to the
region.

ęĆĐĊčĔđĉĊėĔĔėĉĎēĆęĎĔē
Extensive stakeholder coordination and outreach was conducted to
   ϐ    Ǥ  
  ϐ        
and YIP, as well as Wayne and Washtenaw counties, MDOT- Bureau
of Aeronautics, Michigan Economic Development Corporation, the
ADC, airport tenants, the FAA, and other interested stakeholders.
These stakeholders were able to share information and provide

meaningful input and feedback. This included sharing information
on development plans and strategies, zoning and other land use
restrictions, planned infrastructure improvements, and local and
regional development goals.
The outreach process framed a better understanding of the importance
of DTW and YIP to the surrounding communities and the region
and shaped a shared vision for how best to leverage these assets
to promote additional economic development. For example, new
development on the east side of YIP could not only provide economic
stimulus through additional business activity, but would likely result
in utility improvements that could be leveraged to facilitate additional
investment in the surrounding communities. Similarly, locating
certain passenger-related functions outside of the terminal core at
DTW could help ease congestion within the Airport while serving
as an incubator for collateral development opportunities in the
 Ǥϐ
through the stakeholder coordination effort were incorporated into
the land use alternatives discussed in Section V.

The outreach process framed a better
understanding of the importance of DTW
and YIP to the surrounding communities
and the region...

ĊĞ ĎēĉĎēČĘĆēĉčĊĒĊĘ
By evaluating the data gathered in this section and contrasting the
data with development trends from airports around the country and
abroad, a number of focus themes emerged for consideration. These
six focus themes are Passenger, Logistics, Knowledge, Community,
Urban Sustainability and Unique Tourism. The themes which gained
    ǡ   ϐ    
that provide the foundation for initiatives of this study. Prioritizing
and implementing these initiatives under the guide of common
themes may also serve to align on-going or proposed efforts by the
surrounding communities or catalyze compatible development.
  
Commercial passenger activity is the anchor service in the area. This
theme recognizes the need to focus on development initiatives that
will support or enhance that activity. Future projects may center
  ǡ        ϐ 
movement of passengers in, around, and through DTW.
   
Logistics is the management process or system for moving items from
one point to another. This theme recognizes that there are components
ϐǤ  
        ϐ   
goods in, around, and through DTW or YIP.

  
The research, design and manufacturing of cars and underlying
supply chain that drives vehicle assembly has cultivated a skilled and
educated workforce in the region. This theme acknowledges the ways
to leverage a diverse talent pool. This may include expanding upon or
enhancing existing products and functions or developing new ones to
retain and attract talent.
  
This theme is concerned with development that can support or
enhance the communities surrounding DTW and YIP. It may include
    ϐ    
simply serve as an incubator for additional economic development.
    
Sustainability refers to a strategic approach that has been described
as meeting the needs of the present without undermining the
environmental or social systems on which we depend. This theme
supports development that helps promote sustainability. This may
include functions or activities to make DTW and YIP sustainable or
similarly support the surrounding communities or region.
   
This theme is concerned with the specialized services or functions
that could be arranged around a transportation network that attracts
visitors to the region. It may include services or functions new to the
area or services or function within the area that possesses a unique
reputation.
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ĎėĕĔėęĔđĊĘ
Planning for land use opportunities around DTW and YIP requires
understanding of how the airports function together as a system. This
section establishes the roles each airport is best suited to serve and
evaluates their individual characteristics and relationship to each
Ǥϐ  
         ϐ    
Ǥ     ϐ  
 ϐ
information from Section II. Market Assessment & External Factors.

most hub airports including DTW. This may reduce or defer the
    ǡ      ϐ 
maintenance, repair and rehabilitation requirements of such a large,
complex and aging asset. The airlines operating at DTW, through longterm agreements with WCAA, have agreed to fund the upkeep of the
airport along with any expansion projects that are mutually agreed
upon. These agreements between WCAA and the airlines ensure the
ϐ            
maintaining the infrastructure will be borne by the airlines if no other
funding is made available.

ĊęėĔĎęĊęėĔĕĔđĎęĆēĆĞēĊĔĚēęĞĎėĕĔėę

ĎđđĔĜĚēĎėĕĔėę

     ϐ      
service airport, in large part due to Delta operating a large domestic
hub and international gateway at DTW.
 ǣ
Commercial passenger service; international gateway



 ǣ
ƒ ϐ      Ǣ   Ȁ
international gateway (Delta)
ƒ National and international belly freight; cargo integrator spoke;
opportunity for freighter operations
ƒ ϐ  ȋ  ǡ
Entertainment, etc.)
ƒ Commercial aircraft line maintenance base (Delta)
ƒ Longer runways to support long-haul domestic and international
ϐ
ƒ Full navigational aids and instrumentation to allow all-weather
access
ƒ Higher activity level; higher lease rates and user fees
Given the investments made over the years by the FAA and airlines,
DTW will remain the commercial passenger service airport for
the region for the foreseeable future. The recent regional and
national economic challenges have impacted the commercial airline
industry and resulted in stagnant or declining passenger levels at
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The situation at YIP is very different than DTW. Like many GA reliever
airports, YIP generates limited funds with which to maintain and
operate its facilities. Unlike DTW, there are no long-term agreements
with any tenants that ensure the cost of operating and maintaining
the infrastructure will be covered. Tenants typically sign land and/
or facility leases at market rates. The role of YIP is primarily as a GA
reliever airport and lower cost alternative to DTW for functions that
need, or prefer, to be located at an airport but don’t need the extensive
facilities and capabilities that DTW offers.
The cost of maintaining the infrastructure or developing additional
or enhanced facilities is often too high for WCAA to justify given the
activity levels at the airport. Existing tenants do not want to pay
the additional costs for these enhancements and typically choose
to operate at YIP in part due to the lower cost structure. Interest
in private investment at YIP has been minimal. Current projections
indicate the maintenance needs of existing facilities far exceed
available funding over the next ten years. Substantial portions of YIP’s
infrastructure (runways, taxiways, hangars, roads, utilities) are at the
end of their useful life and need to be replaced over the next several
years. Without long-term agreements with tenants to cover the cost,
ϐ   Ǥ
This has lead WCAA, in consultation with the FAA, to consider options
for how best to maintain or redevelop the infrastructure and critical
facilities.

The role of DTW is firmly established as a
commercial passenger service airport.
The role of YIP is primarily as a GA reliever
airport and lower cost alternative to DTW.
Various ideas for expanding or enhancing facilities at YIP have been
considered in the past in order to generate additional revenue to cover
operating costs. Many of these ideas have focused on cargo operations
and the facilities to support the volume of activity needed to justify
their development. While the attributes of airports that specialize in
cargo can vary widely, there are typical facilities that most of them
possess, including:
ƒ Distribution system (rail and highway)
ƒ Warehousing and distribution facilities
ƒ Customs and Border Protection facilities (for international cargo)
ƒ On-airport cargo facilities and equipment (main deck loaders,
cargo make-up and storage space, aircraft apron, etc.)
ƒ Runway length capable of accommodating long-haul domestic
and international destinations
ƒ Navigational aids to ensure consistent operations during all
weather conditions
 ǣ
GA reliever for DTW; on-demand cargo

 

 ǣ
ƒ Corporate and private GA activity
ƒ Short-haul, on-demand cargo operations
ƒ No commercial passenger service
ƒ Ȁ ϐ
ƒ Some navigational aids and instrumentation to allow access 96%
of time
ƒ Lower activity level; lower lease rates and user fees
These facilities can be provided either by the airport, or by other
interested parties (cargo operators, state or local government, 3rd
party developers). The runway and navigational aids, however, are
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the sole responsibility of the airport, in coordination with the FAA.
A sustainability assessment for YIP determined that providing
the runway length necessary to accommodate long-haul domestic
and international destinations and the navigational aids to ensure
consistent access to the runway during all weather conditions would
Ǥ ϐ ǡ 
Runway 9-27 to the east by at least 2,500 feet, removing obstructions
 ϐ  
corner of the airport, purchasing and installing new navigational
equipment on both ends of Runway 9-27, and implementing changes
 ϐ ϐ 
arriving and departing at DTW and other regional airports.
Even using aggressive assumptions for federal funding assistance,
  ϐ 
increase in activity to break-even on the investment. The analysis
concluded that achieving this level of additional activity in the nearterm is unlikely and, therefore, recommended that YIP continue to
market itself to cargo and corporate GA operators that can utilize the
       ϐ    
activity is realized.

ĆēĉĘĊĕĕĔėęĚēĎęĎĊĘȋȌ
DTW will continue to market itself as an international gateway
focusing on commercial passenger service and related amenities. The
latest master plan for DTW included a recommendation for a runway
extension to Runway 21R to balance departure capability and a future
ϐϐ  
support the airline hub operations of Delta as well as belly cargo and
freighter activity. Based on this role, and considering the emerging
ϐ  ǤƬ  ǡ
ϐ
DTW.
    
        ϐ  
cargo through passenger aircraft if additional facilities were available.

Delta has supported this assertion and has indicated an interest in
new or expanded facilities, including automated cargo screening
capability. Other airlines are operating facilities off airport and
have indicated they would consider operating on-airport if suitable
 Ǥ ʹͲͳͳǡϐ
ϐ    
that all passenger aircraft cargo be screened using a multi-layered
security program. This requirement has created a demand for more,
better equipped screening facilities. This opportunity requires
   Ǧ ϐ ǡ 
AOA service road access and proximity to the passenger aircraft.
    ȍ Ȏ
A CRCF is a single car rental facility that from which all of the rental
car companies operate. Currently, all of the rental car agencies at DTW
  ϐ
that services both the McNamara Terminal and the North Terminal
customers. A CRCF would have common bussing which would
ϐ  
and ground transportation centers and thereby reduce emissions.
       ϐ  ǡ  
operating costs, improve customer service, reduce roadway and
 ǡ     ϐǤ   
would also allow the area currently used by the rental car companies
ǡǡϐǤ 
DTW market, a CRCF would likely require 60-70 acres for a surface
facility or as little as 15-25 acres for an elevated, parking garage style
facility. It is preferable to provide a location that allows a simple,
direct, intuitive access route for passengers.
  Ȁ 
 Ȁ     ϐ  ǡ
employees, meters and greeters and potentially the residents of the
surrounding communities. With over 18,000 badged employees,
commercial functions such as gas stations, fast food and sit-down
restaurants, convenience stores, and passenger amenities such as
dry cleaning and vehicle servicing could be useful. This function does
ϐ  

entrance and exit roadways with high visibility, ample parking, and
easy access.

Ȁ   
       ϐ      
group (ADG) V and VI aircraft. Operators have a strong preference
for direct, convenient access to major expressways to facilitate truck
Ǥǡ ϐ 
and will help offset the development cost. Buildings can be useful,
  ϐ 
 ǡ      ǡ  ϐ  ǡ 
enough depth to sort and package cargo for delivery to aircraft. If not,
it is typically better to clear the site of non-useful buildings so that
development can be expedited. Sites need to provide adequate depth
to accommodate ADG-V and VI aircraft apron and access to adjacent
taxiways.

  Ȁ   
Northwest Airlines, prior to their merger with Delta, had considered
ϐ   
 ϐ   
Ǥ       ϐ      
proximity to the aircraft apron to facilitate timely delivery of meals
and supplies to the aircraft. They require both public and Airport
Operational Area (AOA) access. The existing facility that serves this
function at DTW is aging and located at the northern-most end of the
Ǥϐ   
the McNamara Terminal.
   ǡ  
This function employs highly skilled workers which in some cases
can be cross-utilized so locating them together can be advantageous
under certain conditions. Delta has two aircraft line maintenance
facilities at DTW adjacent to the North Terminal. Aircraft MRO
     ϐ        Ǥ 
also typically utilizes large hangars which require careful sighting as
 ϐ  ϐ  ǦǦ
sight and hazards to air navigation.
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The current airport administration facilities are in the L.C. Smith
Terminal which is at the end of its useful life and scheduled for
demolition. This function is best located where public access is
Ǥ  ϐ ǡ
not required, depending on the functions within the facility.
  
The current public safety building is beyond its useful life and in
poor condition. This function is best located in close proximity to the
terminal cores, and does not require AOA access, although proximity
 ϐ Ǥ 
facilities can include dispatch and emergency operations center.
 

 ϐ  ȋȌ  
by 2016 according to the FAA. ATCT facilities require public access
and proximity to vehicle parking. The FAA is responsible for sighting
the replacement ATCT in order to ensure it does not represent a
ǤϐǤ
ϐ  
the L.C. Smith Terminal.
 Ȁ  Ȁ Ȁ 
      ǡ   ϐ
services are expected to increase, with proximity to the airport being
a valuable advantage. There are some limited facilities that serve
this function in the area surrounding DTW, but no facilities exist on
  Ǥ       ϐ 
AOA access, but may require a large initial development tract and/
or area for expansion. It may depend on the airports through-thefence-operations policy, but allowing these functions on-airport, at
least in the near-term may provide revenue and serve as an incubator
for other airport services such as freight and passenger aircraft
cargo operations. To that end, they may be co-located or within close
proximity to freighter, integrator, or passenger aircraft cargo facilities.
The site layout requires ample space for truck docks and truck staging
and maneuvering.
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Ȁ 
This landside opportunity promotes the cultivation and exchange
of knowledge by accommodating businesses and professionals. It
can be advantageous for businesses and individuals that require
frequent travelling, or that host visiting travelers to be close to a large
hub international airport. These developments also have a greater
potential to incubate knowledge spillover and create knowledge
Ǥϐ 
space immediately adjacent to DTW. Although heavily dependent on
ϐ    ǡ
this may present an opportunity for a business park development or an
ϐ   Ǥ 
airside or AOA access. It requires adequate space to provide for a
building and vehicle parking and may include tall buildings that could
  ϐ  
ϐ  ǦǦǤ
Ȁ Ȁ 
The combination of hospitality, tourism, and a convention space is
often symbiotic and can encourage collateral economic development.
Locating this function close to the airport may encourage activities
that support travel such as national conferences and large corporate
training activities. This function does not exist anywhere in the region
except downtown Detroit and Novi, and existing facilities are not
ideally suited to handle small to medium sized events. This function
does not require airside or AOA access. It requires adequate space
to provide for vehicle parking and to accommodate large groups of
people arriving by multiple forms of transportation. The development
may include tall buildings that could require careful sighting as they
  ϐ     Ǥ   
requires robust utilities, and is ideally linked to the airport ground
transportation system.
  
DTW currently has surplus parking capacity most of the time in the
Big Blue Deck located near the North Terminal but is often at capacity
in the McNamara parking garage. Balancing the demand at these
facilities, while providing a range of on-airport parking products

(short-term, daily, long-term/remote) for users may require new
or additional surface parking facilities in the future. This landside
development opportunity does not require airside or AOA access
    ϐ      Ǥ
This function is preferably located along the main entrance and exit
       ϐ Ȁ
 Ǥϐ  
requires minimal utilities and development investment, and therefore
 ϐ   Ǧ     
development is needed for the land.
   Ȁ  Ȁ  
Many airports own large tracts of vacant land needed for safety,
security and noise buffers. This land, while undesirable for commercial
purposes due to its proximity to runways, is increasingly considered
for sustainable purposes, including agriculture and energy generation.
           ϐ 
hazard to air navigation, however, solar energy farms may be a viable
use of airport controlled land. Biomass farms, such as switch grass,
are also viable uses of surplus land. This function does not require
ϐ ǡǡ ϐ 
property until a higher priority development is needed for the land.

ĆēĉĘĊĕĕĔėęĚēĎęĎĊĘȋ Ȍ
The latest master plan for YIP included a recommendation for an
extension to Runway 9-27 to facilitate long haul cargo operations.
 ǡ   ϐ     ϐ 
commitment for additional activity. As such, the role of YIP within
the WCAA system, and the focus of the Integrated Airport Land Use
Strategic Plan, is to promote land uses that are consistent with the
current facilities and operational characteristics and do not depend
on a runway extension. YIP will continue to market itself to cargo and
corporate GA activity that can utilize the existing runways until the
ϐ   Ǥ
this role, and considering the local, regional and national development
ϐ  ǤƬ  ǡ
ϐǤ
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   Ȁ  Ȁ
Certain aircraft maintenance activities that have typically been
performed abroad in the past may be shifting back inside the United
States as a result of federal regulations and other pressures. Aircraft
maintenance providers, especially heavy aircraft maintenance, prefer
to be located at airports with less activity and congestion. This is
also true of the more recent activity of aircraft recycling. Based on
industry trends, there is reason to believe that these somewhat
related services may be able to function together under the right
circumstances. Aircraft recycling can result in partial aircraft and piles
of scrap stored in the open and as such may be best located away from
the airport entrance or exits or other highly visible locations. Heavy
     ϐ     
that can accommodate several aircraft at one time. Because aircraft
undergoing heavy maintenance are typically out of service for several
weeks, these facilities may also need adjacent apron to store aircraft
before and after the maintenance has occurred. Existing buildings
ǡ  ϐ
accommodate maintenance operations. If not, it is typically better
to clear the site of non-useful buildings so that development can be
expedited.

 
      ϐ  ǡ   
ǡϐȋ Ȍǡϐǡ
and other businesses that utilize jet aircraft. They typically require
new or refurbished buildings, hangar space for aircraft, and aircraft
apron.

  
This opportunity considers the potential for closure or downsizing of
other airports around the region that cater to recreational aviation
but are no longer sustainable given the economic climate and decline
in demand over time. As smaller airports in the area are closed, based
aircraft will be forced to relocate. Having the hangar and tie-down
        ǡ    ϐ 
schools and other related services could create a critical mass of activity
that is sustainable. This is especially viable if that private activity
supplements other revenue generating services. Private GA must be
part of a larger strategy for YIP and should consider the philosophies
of the State of Michigan - Bureau of Aeronautics regarding these other
airports and those municipalities that support these airports as well.
Nonetheless, over time it may become an important consideration for
maintaining an accessible option for private GA in the region.

     ǡ   ǡ
      
This opportunity capitalizes on the new technologies being developed
for the auto industry and others as well as the availability of large
tracts of land adjacent to the airport. When coupled with the adjacent
rail line and proximity to the highways and the airport, the ability
exists to develop a large scale multimodal transportation center
immediately adjacent to a campus with R&D, manufacturing, and
warehousing and distribution facilities all focused around new and
evolving technologies such as electric cell batteries or wind/solar
power.

ǧ 
Several companies currently serve this function at YIP. Based on tenant
input, it is reasonable to assume that as long as YIP offers a lower cost
alternative to DTW with adequate facilities, there will be on-demand
cargo services at the airport. On-demand cargo must have direct
ϐ  Ǥ        ǡ 
access to major expressways to facilitate truck distribution. Operating
and development costs are critically important to the feasibility of
the business operation. Existing utilities, access roads and apron
infrastructure will help offset the development cost and are highly
ϐ Ǥ 
  ǡϐ  
can be made available. A range of aircraft sizes can be utilized for this
  ϐǤ

Detroit is home to several world class hospitals and medical schools.
All of these are within 45 minutes of Willow Run Airport. Having a
          ϐ  
airport and immediately receive world-class care. This opportunity
also offers the ability to collaborate on services or projects such as a
cancer center, neo-natal facility, cosmetic surgery, or other specialty
services. Similar opportunities may exist around Eco-tourism with
the Great Lakes or other natural resources in the region.
   Ȁ  Ȁ  
Many airports own large tracts of vacant land needed for safety,
security, and noise buffers. This land, while undesirable for commercial
purposes due to its proximity to runways, is being increasingly
considered for sustainable purposes, including agriculture (the
#2 industry in Michigan) and energy generation. Wind turbines
         ϐ    
navigation; however, solar energy farms may be a viable use of airport
controlled land. Biomass farms, such as switch grass, are also viable
uses of surplus land. The concept of urban farming has been gaining
popularity in the region and could become an important component
of the Detroit Region Aerotropolis concept. None of these functions
ϐ ǡǡ ϐ 
airport property until a higher priority development is needed for the
land.
 
Commercial-retail development is primarily intended for the use and
ϐ          
Ǥ       ϐ   
is preferably located near major entrance and exit roadways or
thoroughfares with high visibility, ample parking and easy access
such as Beck and Ecorse Roads. Typical functions may include gas
stations, fast food and sit-down restaurants, and convenience stores.

  Ȁ  
              ϐ
access could be desirable for certain service sectors. For example,
medical tourism is a growing industry around the world and Metro
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čĞĘĎĈĆđĈčĆėĆĈęĊėĎĘęĎĈĘ
While both DTW and YIP have large areas of undeveloped land, much
of that land is reserved for aeronautical purposes and unavailable
for development. To identify which areas of land are available for
ǡ ϐ        
(DFA), a rigorous screening process was conducted that considered
all of the relevant aeronautical requirements, including navigational
aids (NAVAIDs) and their critical areas, runway protections zones
 ǡϐ  
(ATCT). As described in Section I, this resulted in a total of 10 broad
DFAs, including six DFAs at DTW and four DFAs at YIP.
An inventory of physical characteristics was completed at both DTW
and YIP. This information focused on four general categories of airport
    ϐ ϐ 
and cost of development at airports and include:
ƒ ϐ 
ƒ Utilities
ƒ Buildings/Aprons/Roads
ƒ Environmental Issues

old. The L.C. Smith Terminal, which is currently used as WCAA
 ϐ ǡ     ͳͻͷǤ   ǡ
however, some improvements were made to expand and update the
airport. Between 1988 and 2008, over $2 billion was invested in
ǡϐǡǡ
expanded utilities, and additional hangars and support facilities.
The most recent master plan for DTW was completed in 2009 and
       ϐ      
support projected aviation demand. Planned future development at
 ϐ   ǣ
ƒ 5th Parallel Runway and Perimeter Taxiway
ƒ Runway 21R Extension
ƒ Phased Expansion of McNamara Terminal and North Terminal
ƒ Consolidated Rental Car Facility
ƒ Air Cargo Development and Airline Freight Expansion

infrastructure where possible and requires adding new station
stops in Ypsilanti and at DTW. The DTW Master Plan contemplates a
connection between the airport and the Ann Arbor-Detroit commuter
rail line when implemented.
  ȀȀ 
       ϐ   
important consideration for airport development. Direct access to
runways and taxiways is often a critical requirement for businesses
located at airports and, as a result, often increases the value of the
development. Pavement strength and condition that can support
      ϐ   
  Ǥǡϐ
pavement can handle ADG-V aircraft, which are the largest jet aircraft
operating at the airport today. One of the most familiar ADG-V aircraft
is the Boeing 747. It should be noted that even larger ADG-VI aircraft

Existing conditions within the DFAs can represent opportunities or
constraints and are important considerations for WCAA and others
interested in developing new or expanded facilities. Opportunities
can be leveraged to entice development, while constraints can
be mitigated through the capital planning process and ongoing
maintenance programs.
The information gathered during this effort is summarized within this
section and additional detail is available in the Appendices.

ĊęėĔĎęĊęėĔĕĔđĎęĆēĆĞēĊĔĚēęĞĎėĕĔėę
Initially called the Wayne County Airport, DTW opened to the public
in September of 1929 with a single landing strip and was expanded
throughout the next several decades. Four of the six runways that
exist today, along with their utilities and associated infrastructure,
were built between 1950 and 1976. Many of the roads, parking
lots, hangars and apron around the Airport are also several decades

 Ǧͳ

In addition to these projects, the Southeast Michigan Council of
Governments (SEMCOG) anticipates the development of an Ann
Arbor-Detroit Regional Rail Project. The project implements one
of the key recommendations from SEMCOG’s ‘Improving Transit in
Southeast Michigan: A Framework for Action’ plan that will provide
regional rail service in the Ann Arbor–Detroit corridor using existing
infrastructure whenever possible. According to the SEMCOG website,
the current project contemplates providing commuter rail service in
the Ann Arbor-Detroit corridor with stops in Ann Arbor, Ypsilanti,
Dearborn, and Detroit. The project takes advantage of existing

are starting to enter the national aviation market although not yet
 ϐ Ǥ Ǧ   ͶǦ
8 and the Airbus A-380. While neither of these aircraft operate at
DTW today, WCAA has developed special operating procedures that
    ǡ      ϐ
pavement that is otherwise limited to ADG-V or smaller aircraft.
    ϐ     
consideration as it signals the anticipated life-cycle of the pavement
and determines the future maintenance and rehabilitation schedules.

Between 1988 and 2008, over $2 billion was
invested in new terminals, runways and
other airfield pavement, roads, new and
expanded utilities, and additional hangars
and support facilities.

times in the past six decades. Rogell Drive, and the adjacent East and
West Service Drives, are all in poor condition and are scheduled to
be reconstructed in the next several years. In addition, the entrance
and exit ramps from I-94 and I-275 are also in need of repair, but are
controlled by the Michigan Department of Transportation (MDOT),
not WCAA.

 ϐ   
that culminates with a report that categorizes the pavement according
to its current and anticipated future condition. The most recent
WCAA Pavement Conditions Index report is included in the Appendix.
ϐ 
 ϐǡ
pavement within the DFAs is generally in fair to poor condition and in
some cases was designed to support smaller ADG-II jet aircraft.

    
Both the McNamara and North Terminal buildings were constructed
within the past 10 years and are in good condition. Some support
buildings, including two large airline maintenance facilities, are
also around 10 years old and in good condition. Other facilities,
including the airport maintenance complex and several hangars are
approaching the end of their useful life and require renovation or
demolition. Finally, there are a number of buildings that are beyond
Ǥ ϐ
to be used for a purpose other than their original function. Many of
ϐ 
to current building code and make them inhabitable.

The airspace represents controlled area above the ground surrounding
airport property. It limits the maximum height of buildings and
        ϐ     
  Ǥ ϐ   
 ϐ       ǡ    
   ǡ ϐ 
and pilot visibility requirements. In addition, federal requirements
provide for imaginary 3-dimensional surfaces surrounding the
runways, referred to as FAR Part 77, that must be protected. All of
the DFAs at DTW are limited by airspace requirements, but they all
   ϐ      
structures.
   
Existing major roads in and around DTW are illustrated on the DTW
Exhibit on page V-14. The primary entrance and exit roadway is Rogell
Drive/Dingell Drive. Dingell Drive, which stretches from Eureka Road
to its connection to Rogell Drive just north of the Big Blue Deck, was
completed in 2002 and is in excellent condition. It provides access
to the McNamara Terminal. Rogell Drive, which connects to I-94
and Merriman Road, loops through the North Terminal core. Rogell
ͳͻͷͲǯϐ

   
In general, utilities at DTW only exist in those locations that have
development. As a result, there are limited or no airport utilities
within the DFAs that are along the west and south borders of the
airport. Additional utility information, including exhibits showing
the size and location of major utility lines is provided in the Appendix.
Primary power is provided by DTE with main feeds to two substations,
within the North Terminal core near the Big Blue Deck and adjacent to
Dingell Drive near Eureka Road. Distribution lines run throughout the
airport to all developed areas. It is the goal of DTE and WCAA that all
power to DTW tenants be distributed from these substations and not
provided directly by DTE.
Underground water lines exist throughout the airport. While these
lines have adequate capacity there is concern about their condition in
certain DFAs because of their age. For example, water lines in certain
areas of the airport are estimated to be over 50 years old and many

have exceeded their useful life.
Airport generated stormwater is collected and stored in ponds onairport property until it can be safely released into the surrounding
off-airport stormwater system. Airport stormwater contaminated
 ϐ 
sent to the Detroit Water and Sewerage Department for treatment.
Adequate capacity exists for handling both contaminated and
uncontaminated stormwater at DTW.
There are six main sanitary sewer subsystems at DTW, each serving
separate areas of the airport. There are no known capacity issues or
concerns regarding the condition of the sanitary sewer system, but it
is worth noting that, like the other utilities, there is no coverage along
the west and south borders of the airport.
 
       ϐ 
the DFAs at DTW. These include the presence of current and former
underground and above ground storage tanks, the presence of
hazardous materials, and surface and subsurface environmental
impediments. At least one of the DFAs on the south side of the airport
contains documented wetlands. While none of these issues appear
to be of the magnitude to prevent development, they may delay site
development and increase project costs.
The Appendix includes the Environmental Conditions Summary for

 Ǧʹ
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Strategic Land Use Concept Plan which provides a detailed description
of known environmental conditions within each of the DFAs, as well
as an EDR DataMap®-Area Study. This includes information for
        ϐ  
database.

ĎđđĔĜĚēĎėĕĔėę
Originally constructed in 1941, YIP was developed to support
production of the B-24 Liberator bomber during World War II. The
ϐ ǡ Ǥ
The main hangar at the airport was used as a passenger terminal
from 1946 to 1966, when YIP served as the primary commercial
service airport for the region. For the next several decades following
the development of DTW, YIP was used exclusively by corporate and
private GA aircraft. More recently, on-demand air cargo operators
specializing in transportation of automotive-related parts and
supplies and other freight began to use the facility.
Much of the original infrastructure at YIP is still in place and is reaching
the end of its useful life. The most recent master plan for YIP was
ʹͲͲ   ϐ 
projects needed to support aviation demand. A robust plan to address
deferred maintenance issues and a capital improvement program
based on recent planning efforts has been developed by WCAA and
several recommendations have already been implemented, including:
ƒ Conversion of Runway 9R-27L to a taxiway
ƒ Construction of New Taxiway G
ƒ Runway Safety Area Improvements

 ϐ  ǣ
ƒ Rehabilitation of Runway 5R-23L
ƒ Extension of Runway 27
ƒ ϐ ʹ͵
ƒ Elimination of Runway 14 -32
ƒ Renovation of Hangar #1
ƒ Demolition of Hangar #2
ƒ Land swap with RACER (former GM Plant)
ƒ New airport access road
        ϐǡ
and will likely include contributions from the FAA, MDOT – Bureau
of Aeronautics, airport generated revenue, and WCAA through their
Airport Discretionary Fund.
  ȀȀ 
Direct access to runways and taxiways at YIP is a critical requirement
for businesses locating on airport property. Pavement strength and
   ϐ 
supports commercial activity. Pavement condition is an important
consideration as it signals the end of the pavement life-cycle and
ϐ        Ǥ 
 ǡ     ϐ      
condition at YIP. Given the age of most of the pavement at YIP, the
   ϐ   Ǥ     ǡ
reconstruction of the primary arrival and departure runway, 60 year
old Runway 5R-23L, is currently under design and scheduled for
construction in 2013-2014.
The airspace represents the area above the ground surrounding the
ϐǤ          
      ϐ       
    Ǥ ϐ     ϐ      
    ϐ       ǡ  
pavement and NAVAID critical areas, RPZs at the ends of each
ϐ Ǥ ǡ
federal requirements provide for imaginary 3-dimensional surfaces
surrounding the runways that must be protected. All of the DFAs at YIP

 Ǧ3

 ǡ ϐ 
development including buildings and structures.
   
There are two primary entrance and exit roadways; Beck Road on
the east side of the airport and Tyler Road on the west side. There
is a public service road that traverses the southern boundary of the
airport. The northern boundary of the airport is served by Ecorse
Road. Ecorse and Tyler Roads are generally in poor condition and are
not maintained by WCAA.
Most of the buildings at YIP were constructed several decades ago.
As a result, most of the hangars and several buildings are in poor
condition. Five buildings including BLDG-2606 (Hangar #2) are being
considered for demolition over the next several years. A notable
exception is BLDG-2372, a corporate hangar along the northern edge
of the airport that was constructed within the past 10 years and is in
good condition.

DFAs at YIP are limited by airspace
requirements, but can still support significant
development including buildings and
structures.
   
In general, utilities at YIP are approaching the end of their useful
life and lack adequate capacity to effectively service the existing
Ǥ ϐ ǡ 
the size and location of major utility lines is provided in the Appendix.
Primary power is provided by DTE to each facility, with dedicated
  ϐ    Ǥ       
WCAA that the majority of power to YIP tenants be distributed from
new substations and not provided directly by DTE.
There are two underground municipal water line systems that exist
around the airport property. These two systems serve YIP and as
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redundant services are believed to have adequate capacity for all
airport users. There are two main on-airport water line subsystems
serving separate areas of the airport, and there have been reports of
low water pressure serve at certain facilities. Water lines in certain
DFAs are estimated to be 60 years old and are approaching the end of
their useful life.
Airport generated stormwater directed to off-airport surface drainage
in three general discharge locations. The majority of stormwater is
collected on airport and directed southwest to outfall structures
adjacent to Runway 5R which feed into Willow Creek. A small portion
  ϐ         
northeast of Runway 23 and similar portion of YIP property drains
southeast in the Begole Drain ditch. The rest of the eastern portion of
airport property drains northwest in the Hanshaw Drain ditch. While
there are certain drainage areas with oversized pipes, and a retention
pond for the southwest hangar drainage area, the majority of the
airport stormwater is not stored on airport property.

of known environmental conditions within each of the DFAs, as well
as an EDR DataMap®-Area Study. This includes information for
        ϐ  
database.

 ĎęĊĘ
The physical characteristics of each DFA were collected through
site investigation and records research. Each DFA contains unique
physical structures, leasehold boundaries and aeronautical operating
limits. In the exhibits presented below, the physical characteristics
are overlaid on the DFAs to create opportunities and constraints
diagrams that help determine which sites may be better suited for
certain development.
The precise boundaries of each development site within a DFA can
help establish the viability of certain land uses within the site, suggest
certain land uses may be better suited or a higher priority than others
based on the sites’ characteristics, and may give an indication of the

There are two main sanitary sewer subsystems at YIP, each serving
separate areas of the airport. There are no known capacity issues or
concerns regarding the condition of the sanitary sewer system, but it
is worth noting that, like the other utilities, some lines need replacing
and there is less/poor coverage along the east and south borders of
the airport.

amount of infrastructure improvements that are needed to support
  Ǥ  ǡ ϐ       
potential land uses such as freighter/integrator operations. Similarly,
direct access to and from the main airport entrance and exit roads is
vital to passenger convenience centers and direct AOA access roads
are essential for passenger aircraft cargo.
 ϐ      ϐ    ǡ ϐ
operations areas, NAVAID critical areas, and other physical limits
within the DFAs. For example, when considering the DFA near the
fuel farm at DTW (DFA 1), there are several physical boundaries to
Ǥ  ȋ Ȍϐ
 Ǥǡ ϐ
the northern boundary. The southern boundary is theoretically
ϐ      ǡ    ϐ   Ǧ

ZhEtzϮϮZ
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       ϐ 
the DFAs at YIP. These include the presence of current and former
underground and above ground storage tanks, the presence of
hazardous materials, and surface and subsurface environmental
impediments. Some buildings are believed to contain asbestos, PCB
light ballasts, and/or lead paint. At least one site is known to contain
 ϐǤ
of the DFAs on the north side of YIP, contains documented wetlands.
The Appendix includes the Environmental Conditions Summary for
Strategic Land Use Concept Plan which provides a detailed description

DFA Sites were identified by considering the
roads, airfield operations areas, NAVAID
critical areas, and other physical limits.
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of-sight and newly constructed public safety training facilities serve
as the practical boundary for development. The western boundary
of the DFA site is based on several criteria including the AOA service
road, fuel farm, and the RPZ for Runway 22R.
Similar analysis of each DFA results in 10 discrete DFA development
ϐ   Ǥͳͷ
DFA sites are diverse in size, location, attributes and airport function.
Similar to the previous example, all of these sites were determined
by such things as perimeter roads, airport property line boundaries,
or other physical limits imposed by FAA regulations for those sites in
   ϐ Ǥ       
was primarily shaped as a result of airport property boundaries and
road grids south of Eureka Road. In Contrast, the previous example
ȋ ͳȌ ϐ 
DFA Site is dictated by physical infrastructure.
It is important to note that during this initial step in identifying
development focus areas, some sites transformed to accommodate
and yield to operations areas and situations unique to the intended or
recommended purpose for that site.
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dt&/ĚĞŶƚŝĨŝĐĂƚŝŽŶ
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ĕĕĔėęĚēĎęĎĊĘēĉĔēĘęėĆĎēęĘ
  ϐ       ϐ  
process were compiled into an opportunities and constraints diagram
for each airport. DFA site boundaries are depicted to highlight
proximity and to help understand how the physical characteristics
may impact the various DFA sites. This information is summarized for
both DTW and YIP on the exhibits following this page. Each leader line
represents a key piece of information that either supports, limits or
impedes development in that area.

1
3

Indicators of potential opportunities for development include such
things as proximity to major roads or highways as well as available
ϐ  Ǥ        
aging or inadequate utilities, environmental hazards, zoning
restrictions and similar conditions.
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DTW Opportunities and Constraints
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V. LAND USE ANALYSIS
ĆēĉĘĊēĆđĞĘĎĘ
The previous sections of this report have gathered and analyzed
information to systematically identify a number of potential land
use opportunities for DTW as well as YIP. In a similar manner, the
available development sites at each airport and their associated
      Ǥ    ϐ 
potential land uses that are compatible with each DFA site, considering
the requirements and preferences for the potential land uses as well
as the location and physical characteristics of the DFA sites. The land
use that is most compatible with each DFA site is selected as the
recommended land use for that site.
When evaluating the various DFA sites, it is apparent that there is
      ϐ  ǡ 
utilities and other infrastructure needed to support aviation related
development. Therefore, it is prudent planning to ensure that those
DFA sites that possess these important attributes are reserved for
aviation related development. Aviation related development helps
to sustain and grow airport operations and ensures the long-term
viability and economic success of the airport. Furthermore, as new
investments in infrastructure occur, careful thought should be given
to creating additional DFA sites with these attributes. The remaining
DFA sites are adequately suited for collateral development that
supplements the aviation roles of each airport and supports economic
development in the surrounding communities.
The land use that is most compatible with each DFA Site was selected
as the recommended land use for that site.

 ĎęĊͳ
     ϐ          Ǧ
VI via Taxiway Z and is adjacent to the longest runway at DTW
(4R-22L) and between a primary arrival runway (4L-22R) and a
primary departure runway (4R-22L). The site has existing utilities
with available capacity although many are aging and scheduled for
replacement in the next several years. The FedEx cargo facilities and
the Airport Maintenance Complex are the only two active facilities
within the site. Most of the existing vacant buildings within the site

dt&^ŝƚĞϭͲ&ƌĞŝŐŚƚĞƌͬ/ŶƚĞŐƌĂƚŽƌ&ĂĐŝůŝƟĞƐ

are in poor condition and are scheduled for demolition. The aircraft
aprons within the site are in fair to poor condition and may need to
be rehabilitated in the future. There are existing paved public and
AOA service roads connecting the site to the North Terminal aircraft
parking area. The existing public service road within the site is in poor
condition and is planned to be relocated to the west edge of the site in
the near future. The site is located approximately one mile from the
Vining Road interchange with Interstate 94 and is located adjacent
to the airport fuel farm. There are current and former underground
storage tanks and above ground storage tanks within the site and it
may have surface and subsurface environmental impediments that
could delay site development and increase development costs.

 ǣ
While any of the potential land uses could be developed within this
site, the recommended land use is for freighter/integrator facilities.
Key factors supporting this recommendation are the recent relocation
of Taxiway Z to accommodate ADG-VI aircraft and the planned
   ϐ  
development and aircraft parking (especially larger aircraft typically
used for freighter operations) within the site. Given the proximity of
this DFA to the longest runway at DTW, and the ability to accommodate
ADG-VI aircraft on the adjacent taxiway and within the site make
this DFA uniquely suited for freighter/integrator facilities. The
recommended land use also takes full advantage of the DFA location
between an arrival and departure runway, minimizing taxi distance
for time critical operations. Another supporting factor is the proximity
to the Vining Road/I-94 interchange less than one mile away. This
 ϐ  Ǥ
FedEx is already located within the DFA, likely due to many of these
attributes, and has expressed interest in expanding and consolidating
other FedEx functions into a new development within the site in the
next several years. Existing utilities throughout the DFA will allow
FedEx, and others, to initiate development immediately. Additional
engineering studies will be required to determine the magnitude
of impact on redevelopment resulting from the underground fuel
pipelines within the site that run to/from the adjacent fuel farm.
Note: This site is the only viable site for MRO activity that is reasonably
close to the newly constructed ground run-up enclosure that is used
to test aircraft engines after maintenance. However, given the location
of the Delta line maintenance facility, proximity to the GRE does not
appear to be a determining factor for MRO operations. Further, heavy
        ϐ      
activities due to the amount of time the aircraft are out of service.

Potential land uses for this DFA include freight and/or cargo integrator
operations, corporate GA, MRO facilities, and belly cargo operations
(North Terminal only).

Ǧͳ

V. LAND USE ANALYSIS
 ĎęĊʹ
 ϐ  
longest runway at the Airport (4R-22L). It is in close proximity to the
North Terminal and offers direct AOA access via an adjacent security
checkpoint. The site has existing facilities that are being used but are
in poor condition or not optimally located and may be demolished or
relocated in the future. The site has utilities with available capacity
although many are aging and scheduled for replacement in the next
several years. A public airport service road bifurcates the site but
  ϐ 
patterns. A public roadway (Goddard Road) borders the site to the
north. The site is adjacent to two Delta aircraft maintenance hangars
and does not include any aircraft apron. The site also is partially within
the RPZ for Runway 4R-22L which limits the height of buildings and
facilities within the site. There are some known environmental issues
within the site.

dt&^ŝƚĞϮͲĞůůǇĂƌŐŽ

 ĎęĊ͵

dt&^ŝƚĞϯͲWĂƐƐĞŶŐĞƌŽŵŵĞƌĐŝĂůͬƵƐŝŶĞƐƐĞŶƚĞƌ

Potential land uses for this DFA include a passenger commercial/
business center, hotel/convention center, and consolidated rental car
facility.

Potential land uses for this DFA include MRO facilities, belly cargo
(North Terminal only), and corporate GA operations.
 ǣ
Belly cargo operations is the most logical use for DFA Site 2, given
that it is located immediately adjacent to an AOA service road and in
close proximity to the North Terminal apron. The other possible uses
  ϐ 
restrictions on the maneuvering and staging of aircraft so as not
to impact the adjacent tenants or operation of Runway 22L. Even
smaller corporate GA aircraft could impact the adjacent functions.
It is noted that the site contains existing facilities that are currently
being used and would need to be relocated, along with the existing
roads, prior to implementation of any new development. As such, this
land use recommendation is probably not likely to be implemented
in the near-term. Additional study is recommended on ARFF station
ϐ Ǥ

Ǧʹ

This site is uniquely located along the main entrance and exit
roadway of DTW and offers distinctive opportunities for non-aviation
Ǥ   ͲΨ    ϐ  Ȁ
through this site, it has the potential to serve a high volume of both
   ϐ Ǥ ǡ     
Fire Fighting station is the only active building within the site. The
main entrance and exit roadway is in poor condition and scheduled
for reconstruction, offering the potential to relocate the road and
create a developable site between the entrance and exit roads of 1520 acres. Major utility lines run through the site and there is available
capacity. There are some known environmental issues within the site.
   ϐ      
materials, including asbestos. New building development is prohibited
within a small portion of the site and future use of this area is limited
to open air exterior uses. The site may have surface and subsurface
environmental impediments that could delay site development and
increase development costs.

 ǣ
A passenger commercial/business center is the recommended land
use for DFA Site 3 because it is uniquely located along the main
entrance and exit roads for the airport. This will allow over 70% of the
users of the airport to pass by it, offering enormous potential visibility
and impact. The other possible land uses do not need to be along
the airport entrance and exit roadway to be effective, whereas the
passenger convenience center is much more dependent on visibility
to be successful. It is noted that Rogell Drive will need to be relocated,
either as an enabling project or as part of the site development, to
facilitate this land use concept.

V. LAND USE ANALYSIS
 ĎęĊͶ
     ϐ         
departure runway 3L-21R and the Runway 21R Deicing Pad. Future
plans encourage the ability to extend Runway 3L-21R and associated
taxiways to the north, occupying certain land within the northern end
of this site, which currently includes several rental car facilities. These
facilities may be relocated into a consolidated rental car facility in the
future, offering the opportunity to redevelop/reuse this land for the
runway extension as well as other facility development. The site has
ample utilities throughout and is adjacent to a prime corporate GA
facility (Building #530) on the south end of the site. It offers public
access via the East Service Drive along the western border of the site
and an AOA service road that connects to both the North Terminal and
McNamara Terminal along the eastern edge of the site. It is located
in close proximity to the main airport entrance and exit roads and
I-94. The site includes two parcels that have existing aprons in place,
although the pavement is aging and will likely need to be rehabilitated
in the coming years. Several other parcels within the site are paved
and suitable for vehicle circulation and parking. Delta operates a
belly cargo facility in a converted aircraft maintenance hangar within
the site. Delta has indicated they are contemplating expanding or
relocating this belly cargo facility. Former or current USTs are located
throughout this site. The site may have surface and subsurface
environmental impediments that could delay site development and
increase development costs.
Potential land uses for this DFA include freight and/or integrator
operations, corporate GA, MRO, belly cargo, remote surface parking,
ϐ  Ǥ
 ǣ
 Ͷ  ϐ 
proximity to a departure runway, Interstate 94 and the main airport
entrance and exit. The site is close to existing corporate GA facilities.
It has available aircraft apron and development sites with utilities
    ϐ  Ǥ ǡ   
corporate and GA facilities may not require development of the entire
site in the mid- or long-term.

dt&^ŝƚĞϰͲEŽƌƚŚWĂƐƐĞŶŐĞƌ'ƌŽƵŶĚdƌĂŶƐƉŽƌƚĂƟŽŶ

This site is also suited for belly cargo operations, especially commonuse facilities that accommodate both North Terminal airlines and
McNamara Terminal airlines. The entire site has direct access to
an AOA service road that provides reasonably direct access to both
terminal aprons.

 ĎęĊͷ
This Site is located north of Interstate 94 within a former residential
subdivision that is adjacent to a privately owned off-airport parking
lot and several hotels. WCAA has a three-party agreement with Wayne
County and a private developer to swap parcels of land that will result
in WCAA controlling an approximately 25 acre tract of land. The
site has some utilities and is located near major utility trunk lines.
There are large tracts of vacant, developable land immediately north
and east of the site which is not connected to other airport property.
Public roadway access to the site is available via Smith Road and
Flynn Drive. The site may contain minor surface soil contamination
associated with the previous residential use.

dt&^ŝƚĞϱͲŽŶƐŽůŝĚĂƚĞĚZĞŶƚĂůĂƌ&ĂĐŝůŝƚǇ

Potential land uses for this DFA include remote surface parking,
consolidated rental car facilities, a hotel/convention center, urban
Ȁǡϐ Ȁǡϐ Ǥ
 ǣ
A consolidated rental car facility is the recommended land use for
 ͷǤ ϐ 
facility and preserves the land needed for the extension of Runway
21R. This recommendation also disperses the rental car activity
outside of the terminal core and into the surrounding community
where it can serve as an incubator for other economic development
if combined strategically with other functions. The site is adjacent
to the primary airport entrance and exit and is consistent with the
development plans for the surrounding community.
Note: The CRCF may also be located within the terminal core, provided
there is adequate area available. If this occurs, the other potential
land uses for this site remain viable and could serve as incubators for
additional economic development for the surrounding communities.

Ǧ3

V. LAND USE ANALYSIS
 ĎęĊ
This site is located along Middlebelt Road on the eastern border of
Ǥ   ͻͶ ϐ 
corporate GA aircraft via Taxiway P. The developable area within the
site is limited by the RPZs for Runways 21R and 21L and buildings
 Ǥ ϐ 
underutilized buildings, including two that are at the end of their
useful life and in poor condition. Several buildings have adjacent
aircraft apron that is suitable for corporate GA aircraft. There are
utilities within the site, but there is limited surplus capacity and
many are aging and scheduled for replacement in the next several
Ǥ        ϐ     
service roads exists within or adjacent to the site. There are some
known environmental issues within the site including the presence of
underground storage tanks and some hazardous materials on the site.

dt&ϲͲŽƌƉŽƌĂƚĞ'

         ϐȀȀ
 ǡ  Ȁ ǡ ϐ Ȁ ǡ 
surface parking, hotel/convention center, consolidated rental car
facility, passenger convenience center, and airport administration.

Potential land uses for this DFA include freight and/or integrator
operations, corporate GA, and MRO facilities.
 ǣ
Given the height restrictions within DFA Site 6, and the limitations
   ϐ      Ǧ   
aircraft, the recommended land use is corporate GA. This is consistent
           ϐ 
redevelopment of existing facilities. It also minimizes the investment
ϐ ǡ 
ϐ   Ǥ

  
This site includes a large tract of land located south of Eureka
Road immediately adjacent to the south airport entrance and exit.
Approximately 26% of airport users use the south entrance and exit.
       ϐ   ǡ  
will be immediately adjacent to a planned taxiway associated with
  ϐ  Ǥ        
County Pinnacle Development. There are no known utilities although
a DTE power feed into DTW is located within the site. The site contains
ϐ   

Ǧ4

environmental issues within the site as well. Environmental
contamination was discovered on an adjacent parcel of land during a
recent development.

dt&ϳͲWŝŶŶĂĐůĞZĞůĂƚĞĚĞǀĞůŽƉŵĞŶƚ

 ǣ
DFA Site 7 has multiple land use recommendations, primarily because
of its size. Remote surface parking and/or a passenger convenience
center is recommended in the long-term near the west edge of the site
along Eureka Road or adjacent to the airport entrance/exit roads. (This
presumes that the near-term sites for these functions on the north
side of the airport prove to be successful). The site is also well suited
  ϐ ȀȀ Ȁ   
the long-term given its large land mass and proximity to the airport.
However, initial demand for such use is likely to be limited to a small
scale development. The consolidated rental car facility is viable, but is
better suited for development to the north because it aligns with the
travel patterns of the majority of airport users who access the airport
from the north and west via I-94. A northern location for the CRCF
also aligns with the land use goals of the surrounding communities,
which calls for a commercial nexus north of the airport and industrial
Ǥϐ Ȁ
is viable within this site, but would likely compete with the adjacent
 Ǥϐ Ȁ 
          ϐ Ȁ 
development, hotel/convention center, or a CRCF. All of these uses are
better suited for the commercial oriented development planned by
the surrounding community for the north side of the airport.
An urban farm/energy farm or related land use may be appropriate
as a temporary measure in the near-term. There is an abundance
           ϐ 
investment.

V. LAND USE ANALYSIS
 ĎęĊͺ
This site is located north of Eureka Road immediately adjacent to
Taxiway Q, but it does not allow for aircraft use given its size. The
developable area within the site is limited by the RPZ for Runway 9R
and buildings within the site are height restricted. Access to the site is
available via a public airport service road that is in poor condition and
will need to be upgraded as part of any site development. The site is
in close proximity to the McNamara Terminal and offers direct access
to an AOA airport service road that passes under Runway 9R-27L and
leads to the McNamara Terminal aircraft apron. There are no known
utilities within the site. There are suspected environmental issues
within some areas of the site.

dt&^ŝƚĞϴͲĞƌƟĮĞĚĂƌŐŽ^ĐƌĞĞŶŝŶŐ&ĂĐŝůŝƚǇ

        ϐȀȀ
logistics/storage, corporate GA, freighter/integrator operations, and
MRO activities.

  ǡϐ Ȁ
logistics/warehousing/storage, corporate GA, freighter/integrator
ǡϐ Ȁǡ Ǥ
 ǣ
Close proximity to the McNamara Terminal and direct AOA access
make DFA Site 8 uniquely suited for belly cargo development
exclusively for McNamara Terminal airlines. No other location can
offer the proximity to the McNamara Terminal apron. It will require
roadway improvements and some utilities, but the ideal location
makes the investment worthwhile. This land use can easily avoid
encroaching on the Runway 9R RPZ. It should be noted that this site
is not well suited to operate a common-use or joint-use belly cargo
facility that includes North Terminal airlines due to the long distance
to the North Terminal from this site.

taxiway will further reduce area available for development. The
site offers direct access to an AOA airport service road that passes
under Runway 9R-27L and leads to the McNamara Terminal aircraft
apron, but is located over two miles (via roadways) from the terminal
apron. There are no known utilities within the site. The site contains
suspected environmental issues including contaminated soil.

dt&^ŝƚĞϵͲŽƌƉŽƌĂƚĞͬ'ĞŶĞƌĂůǀŝĂƟŽŶ

 ǣ
The lack of aircraft apron or taxiway infrastructure, along with the
  ǡ ϐ       
related land uses on DFA Site 9. A notable exception may be corporate
GA, although there are better corporate GA opportunities on the north
Ǥ ǡϐ ȀȀ
logistics/storage is the recommended land use for this site. The
proximity to both I-94 and I-275 support this type of development by
 ϐ  Ǣǡ 
presence of large earth berms will serve as barriers to development
of the site in the near-term.

 ĎęĊͻ
This Site is located along Vining Road on the western boundary of
Ǥ  ϐ ǡ
although no taxiway infrastructure exists today. The developable area
within the site is limited due to the proximity of the runway and any
buildings would be height restricted to avoid impacting the operation
of the runway. Furthermore, future construction of a western parallel

Ǧ5
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 ĎęĊͳͲ
This Site is also located along Vining Road on the western boundary of
DTW. It is nearly identical to DFA 9 and similarly offers the potential
 ϐ ǡ 
exists. The developable area within the site is limited due to the
proximity of the runway and any buildings would be height restricted
to avoid impacting the operation of the runway. The site offers direct
access to an AOA airport service road that passes under Runway
9R-27L and leads to the McNamara Terminal aircraft apron, but is
located over two miles from the terminal apron. There are no known
utilities within the site. The site contains no known environmental
issues.
        ϐȀȀ
logistics/storage, corporate GA, freighter/integrator operations, and
MRO activities.
 ǣ
Similar to DFA 9, the lack of aircraft apron or taxiway infrastructure,
ǡϐ 
of aircraft related land uses on DFA Site 10. A notable exception
   ǡ       ϐ 
corporate GA opportunities on the north and east sides of DTW.
Furthermore, future construction of a western parallel taxiway will
      Ǥ   ǡ ϐ
center/warehousing/logistics/storage is the recommended land use
for this site. The proximity to both I-94 and I-275 support this type
     ϐ    Ǣ ǡ
a lack of utilities and presence of large earth berms will serve as
barriers to development of the site in the near-term. Proximity of
this site to DFA 1 and the potential for freighter/integrator facilities
development would suggest that this site may be developed sooner
than DFA 9.

Ǧ6

dt&^ŝƚĞϭϬͲŽƌƉŽƌĂƚĞͬ'ĞŶĞƌĂůǀŝĂƟŽŶ


The recommended land use plan for each DFA site is presented in a
composite exhibit for DTW on the following page V-14. It illustrates
how the recommended land use plans at DTW relate to existing
airport infrastructure and depicts an overall vision for growth and
expansion through the development and redevelopment of WCAA
controlled property. The recommended land use plan is consistent
with the regional development strategy and provides a planning tool
to assist in marketing, evaluating and implementing development
opportunities.

V. LAND USE ANALYSIS

dt/ŶƚĞŐƌĂƚĞĚ>ĂŶĚhƐĞ^ƚƌĂƚĞŐŝĐWůĂŶ

Ǧ

V. LAND USE ANALYSIS
  ĎęĊͳ
This site is located along Ecorse Road on the northern boundary of
 Ǥ              ϐ
access, although no taxiway infrastructure exists today. In fact, a
corporate GA tenant recently developed a new facility in the middle
of the site. The developable area within the site is limited due to the
proximity of the runway and any buildings would be height restricted
to avoid impacting the operation of the runway. The site offers direct
access to an AOA airport service road that traverses the perimeter
of the airport. There are utilities in the area. The site has no known
environmental issues.

z/W&^ŝƚĞϭͲŽƌƉŽƌĂƚĞͬ'ĞŶĞƌĂůǀŝĂƟŽŶ

Ǧͺ

Measuring 360 acres, this site is located in the northeast corner of
YIP, north of Ecorse Road. The Norfolk Southern Railroad traverses
the northern boundary of the site. The site does not provide direct
ϐ Ǥ
site is limited by the RPZ for Runway 23L and any nearby buildings
will be height restricted. There are no utilities within the site. The site
contains about eight acres of documented wetlands, but there are no
other known environmental issues.
 ϐ ǡ
uses are R&D/manufacturing/distribution, urban farm/energy farm,
and commercial development.

Potential land uses for this DFA include: heavy MRO, GA, on demand
cargo, and a R&D/manufacturing/distribution campus.
 ǣ
DFA Site 1 area/lot depth constraints and height limitations will
likely impact the viability and effectiveness of heavy MRO facilities,
especially for large aircraft, and there are better locations for this
 Ǥ ǡϐ  
          ϐǤ  ƬȀ
manufacturing/distribution campus is a viable land use for this area,
ϐ Ǥ 
ϐ  ǡ
Ƭ ϐǡ ǤǦ
 ǡϐ 
investment that could be offset at other locations. Therefore, the
recommended use for this site is corporate GA because of the general
site parameters, the likely investment needed to improve the site, and
the potential synergies with the existing corporate GA development.

  ĎęĊʹ

z/W&^ŝƚĞϮͲZΘͬDĂŶƵĨĂĐƚƵƌŝŶŐͬŝƐƚƌŝďƵƟŽŶ

 ǣ
 ʹϐ 
rail, road, and air which drives the long-term recommended land use
to R&D/manufacturing/distribution use with some small associated
collateral commercial development. However, given its large land
mass and the infrastructure investment needed, initial demand for
such use is likely to be limited to a small scale development. Therefore,
an urban farm/energy farm or related land use may make sense as
a temporary measure in the near-term. There is an abundance of
          ϐ 
ϐ  
 ϐ   
land uses arise in the future.

V. LAND USE ANALYSIS
  ĎęĊ͵
Measuring 60 acres, this site is located along the eastern boundary
of YIP along Beck Road at the east entrance to the airport. It offers
ϐ  Ǥ 
although considerable GA and other aviation related facilities are
immediately adjacent. The Yankee Air Museum has announced a
planned development that would occupy a small portion of the site.
There are utilities in the area, but, they are aging and may not have
adequate capacity to accommodate additional development without
improvement. The site has potential, yet unknown, subsurface
environmental issues.

z/W&^ŝƚĞϯͲZĞĐƌĞĂƟŽŶĂůͬ'ĞŶĞƌĂůǀŝĂƟŽŶ

At 100 acres, DFA Site 4 is located along the southeast corner of YIP,
abutting the south edge of DFA 3. The site is bounded on the north by
Tyler Road and on the east by Beck Road and has a public service road
Ǥ  ϐ ʹǤ
site is entirely undeveloped and there are no utilities in the area. The
site has no known environmental issues.
Viable land uses include heavy MRO, on-demand cargo, GA,
R&D/manufacturing/distribution, urban farm/energy farm, and
commercial development and personal service/tourism.

Viable land uses include GA, R&D/manufacturing/ distribution, urban
farm/energy farm, and commercial development.
 ǣ
Because DFA Site 3 is so large, a mix of land uses including GA and
commercial development is recommended. Private GA makes sense
       ϐ        
there are existing private GA facilities adjacent to the site. Corporate
GA is also recommended for a portion of the site in order to take
advantage of proximity to adjacent corporate GA facilities and also
to possibly leverage the existing and future private GA operations.
Finally, a commercial development is recommended to supplement
the full development scenario with products and services aligned with
airport users and employees as well as the surrounding community.

  ĎęĊͶ

z/W&^ŝƚĞϰͲĞƌŽDĞĚĂŵƉƵƐ

 :
DFA Site 4 will support any land use, however, it is best suited for
personal service/tourism, such as an AeroMed Campus, because it
ϐ 
        ϐ 
public components. Again, given the large land mass available within
this site and the fact that recommended land use may be developed in
phases over time, an urban farm/energy farm or related land use may
make sense as a temporary measure in the near-term.

Given the large land mass available within this site and the fact that
initial demand for such use is likely to be limited, an urban farm/
energy farm or related land use may make sense as a temporary
measure in the near-term. There is an abundance of land available
        ϐ   
   ϐ      
 ϐ           
arise in the future. On-demand cargo could also be a viable use, but
ϐ   
other sites. Similarly, there are better sites for R&D/manufacturing/
distribution land use although it too could be viable within the site.

Ǧͻ

V. LAND USE ANALYSIS
 ĎęĊͷ
Measuring 40 acres, DFA Site 5 is located in the southwest corner
 Ǥ ͳͻ ǡ ϐ 
ADG-V aircraft via Taxiway D and is adjacent to Runway 5R-23L, the
    Ǥ       ϐǡ   
known environmental contamination issues immediately adjacent.
Wayne County has designed a new access road into the airport just
south of the site that will provide direct access between the site and
Interstate 94. The site includes a large hangar that is in poor condition
and is scheduled to be demolished. On-demand cargo and corporate
GA facilities exist immediately east of the site.
Viable land uses for this site include aircraft maintenance/recycling/
aircraft renewal, on-demand cargo, corporate GA, and private GA.
 ǣ
DFA Site 5 will support any aviation related land use, however, it is
best suited for maintenance/recycling/aircraft renewal because of
ϐ Ǥ

ǦͳͲ

z/W&^ŝƚĞϱͲŝƌĐƌĂŌZĞŶĞǁĂůĞŶƚĞƌ

 
The recommended land use plan for YIP (see page V-10) depicts an
overall vision for economic development, growth and expansion
through the development and redevelopment of WCAA controlled
property and illustrates how potential future development at YIP
could relate to existing airport infrastructure. The recommended
land use plan is consistent with the regional development strategy
and provides the WCAA with a planning tool to assist in marketing,
evaluating and implementing development opportunities going
forward.

V. LAND USE ANALYSIS

tŝůůŽǁZƵŶŝƌƉŽƌƚ>ĂŶĚhƐĞZĞĐŽŵŵĞŶĚĂƚŝŽŶƐ

Ǧͳͳ

VI. HIGH PRIORITY INITIATIVES
ĎČčėĎĔėĎęĞ ēĎęĎĆęĎěĊĘ
The previous sections of this report have gathered and analyzed
information to systematically identify a number of potential
development and redevelopment opportunities at DTW as well as YIP.
In a similar manner, the available development sites at each airport
and their associated characteristics have been documented. This
 ϐ 
each DFA Site, considering the requirements and preferences for the
potential land uses as well as the location and physical characteristics
of the DFA Sites. The land use that is most compatible with each DFA
Site is selected as the recommended land use for each site.
The recommended land use plans presented in the previous sections
ϐ         
revenue through the development of WCAA controlled property.
An important aspect of the recommended land use plans is the
coordination and prioritization of various development opportunities
within the plan. To this end, several of the recommended land uses
ϐǤǲ 
Priority Initiatives” are important elements of the WCAA’s economic
ϐǤ

ĆĘĘĊēČĊė ĎėĈėĆċę ĆėČĔ

ĆĈĎđĎęĎĊĘ ȋȌ

A common-use belly freight facility is an immediate opportunity
because of the interest of Delta in expanding and improving their
belly cargo operation and the lack of available on-airport facilities for
other carriers such as Air France and Lufthansa. Two possible sites
ϐǢ  

cargo facility along the east service drive and a vacant site south of the
McNamara Terminal.
Given the potential development location of the site south of the
McNamara Terminal, it is likely that this site would be limited to only
belly cargo being handled by carriers at the McNamara Terminal. The
current Delta cargo location could potentially be used by carriers at
the North Terminal or non-carrier MRO service providers or FBOs.
Additionally, WCAA may consider expanding the airport-owned
common-use freight facility to accommodate other users. This
ϐǤ

An important aspect of the recommended
land use plan is the coordination and
prioritization of various development
opportunities within the plan.
There are several options for funding (airport revenue bonds, special
    ͵  ϐ Ȍǡ  ȋǡ  
a 3rd party developer overseeing the design and construction) and
operating (tenant or 3rd party operators) these types of facilities. Each
ϐ  
consultation with the potential users and other project stakeholders.

  
Several important steps in the implementation process must be

completed for passenger aircraft cargo facilities before development
can be initiated. This should include coordination with the potential
users as well as a study of capital cost estimates and distance/travel
Ǥϐ 
ϐ    
developer and delivery methods. A survey and engineering study of
two portions of the AOA service road from the potential site south of
the McNamara Terminal is needed to verify cargo tugs can navigate
between the potential site and the aircraft at the McNamara Terminal.
This involves analyzing existing pavement slopes and tug cart
operational requirements to determine the scope and estimated cost
of necessary improvements to the AOA service road. Construction
sequencing for the phased expansion/redevelopment of existing
facilities, including temporary facilities and access road demolition,
construction, replacement of demolished facilities, expansion, and
utility replacement and upgrades may also be needed.

The National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) process must be
completed in order to obtain FAA approval for the development.
       ϐ
through the NEPA process will need to be addressed. Assistance
may be needed to identify and coordinate with potential developers
and operators, best practices for framing the business terms and
 ϐ ǡ Ȁ Ǥ
boundary survey will also be needed for the new parcel lease. Phased
development/reconstruction will be required if the existing site is
selected as the long-term site.
 
Anticipated belly cargo facilities include development or
redevelopment of approximately 4.6 acres and 61,000 square feet
of cargo building. In addition to the cargo building, the project
is expected to include new truck docks, new or expanded auto
parking, expansion and improvement of the adjacent access road and
construction of new roads and bridges. Depending on the location,
extensive site preparation including utilities may also be necessary.
The development cost range for this project is estimated to be $28
million to $42 million.

 Ǧͳ

VI. HIGH PRIORITY INITIATIVES
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VI. HIGH PRIORITY INITIATIVES
ėĊĎČčęĊėȀ ēęĊČėĆęĔė ĈĎđĎęĎĊĘȋȌ
Expanding freighter and/or integrator facilities may be a near-term
opportunity given recent information. FedEx has indicated to WCAA
that they would consider consolidating two off-airport facilities with
their on-airport facility when their off-airport leases expire in 2016.
This would involve renovating and expanding their current on-airport
facility or abandoning their current on-airport facility and developing
a new facility for all three operations. FedEx has suggested that they
would need an approximately 150,000 square foot facility and aircraft
apron to accommodate at least the same number of aircraft parking
positions.
The service road that bisects the site today has deteriorated and
 Ǥ ϐ
the future development of the site. For example, shifting the public
service road to the west provides deeper sites that could more
ϐ   Ǧ  Ǥ 
provide perimeter access around the entire fuel farm, something that
the Fire Marshal has requested in the past to aid potential response
to this area.
Several possible locations for an expanded FedEx facility have been
ϐ     Ǥ   
location initially is north of the fuel farm and would require the
relocation of the Airport Maintenance Complex (AMC). However,
this location offers additional depth to accommodate more aircraft,
if needed, and would allow FedEx to develop the facility without
infringing on their ongoing operation. The schedule for FedEx to
consolidate their operations on-airport in 2016 provides adequate
time for WCAA to relocate the AMC, if necessary, and still enable
development of a new FedEx facility.
The AMC houses the snow removal equipment, runway sweepers, grass
cutting equipment and other maintenance supplies and equipment.
  ϐ  ǡ
size, and number of needed equipment, and a new complex could be
ϐ    Ǥ       
   ϐ Ǥ   ǡ     
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station are equipped with obsolete technology that needs to be
replaced. They recently began using a vacant hangar adjacent to
the existing complex for additional storage. In addition, the current
buildings are approximately 20 years old and a plan to replace/
improve facilities is needed.
Taxiway Z borders the development site to the east. A portion of
Taxiway Z has already been relocated in order to meet current design
standards and WCAA has committed to the FAA that they will relocate
the remaining portion (in front of the FedEx facility) within the next
several years. However, relocating the remainder of Taxiway Z will
eliminate one critical existing FedEx aircraft parking position and
therefore impact their ongoing operation.
     Ȁ  ǡ   ϐ 
area within the development site to accommodate additional freight
facilities. Lufthansa recently announced new freighter service at
DTW to go along with their existing belly cargo operation. This
ϐ  
ϐ    Ǥ      
either dedicated or common-use facilities and would include adjacent
aircraft apron and public access. These sites would be determined
based on the resolution of the FedEx relocation/expansion site. The
existing facilities in the area are in poor condition and beyond their
useful life so it is likely that new development would be required to
meet this need.
  
Several steps toward the implementation of this project have already
been completed such as the Relocation of Taxiway Z. Nonetheless,
a number of additional implementation tasks are needed to ensure
the successful completion of the project. For example, an analysis
is needed to determine the remaining pavement operational life
based on projected use for several aircraft apron areas within the
project limits. Once the remaining life of the pavement is determined,
conceptual alternatives must be developed for improvement and/
or rehabilitation of these aprons to support planned uses. These
conceptual alternatives should include a phased implementation plan

for the redevelopment of buildings #719, #715, #714, #711, #705
and #704 with optional redevelopment of the existing FedEx site (and
building #723) into new freighter/integrator cargo facilities in the
future, presuming FedEx decides to relocate into expanded facilities
as currently contemplated. To accomplish this successfully, a facility
scope and operational criteria for consolidation of functions currently
housed in Building #704, #705, #711 into a new DTW Maintenance
Equipment Storage and Repair Facility must be developed.
Advanced planning will include extensive coordination between FedEx
and WCAA regarding timelines, plan reviews and permitting. The
planned FedEx development, and any other near-term developments,
such as the redevelopment of the airport maintenance facilities, will
require environmental review and approval. The Airport Layout
Drawing will need to be updated in order to obtain FAA approval for
the development. Finally, a site boundary survey will be needed for
the new FedEx parcel lease.
Another important element of the planned development is the
construction of an AOA service road adjacent to Taxiway Z. The current
Taxiway Z reconstruction does not include relocation of the AOA
service road but it is required for development of freighter/integrator
cargo facilities. A phased implementation plan for the construction of
an AOA service road, including relocation of the salt storage facility
 ϐǡ Ǥ
 
 Ȁ     ϐ   
redevelopment of approximately 113.2 acres and 450,000 square feet
of building area. The project envisions relocating the public service
road to the west, relocating and consolidating the airport maintenance
complex buildings into a single facility, demolishing several vacant
hangars along Taxiway Z, and developing new freighter/integrator
facilities. The project includes a new or relocated AOA service road,
new or expanded aircraft apron, vehicle circulation and parking, and
perimeter security fencing and gates. The entire development cost for
this project is estimated to be $150-$170 million.

VI. HIGH PRIORITY INITIATIVES
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VI. HIGH PRIORITY INITIATIVES
ĔēĘĔđĎĉĆęĊĉĊēęĆđĆė ĆĈĎđĎęĞȋȌ
A Consolidated Rental Car Facility (CRCF) is an opportunity in large
part because a portion of the current rental car sites prevent the
planned extension of Runway 21R to the north. The extension of
ʹͳϐ
required today. However, when needed, it will take several years to
extend and it is in the best interest of WCAA to be able to move as
quickly as possible when the runway extension is required. For this
reason, it would be prudent planning to relocate the rental cars before
the need for the runway extension is realized. There are also other
ǡ ϐ ǡ   ϐ  
a CRCF, including common bussing, better customer service, and
redevelopment of the current rental car sites.
The recommended site for the CRCF provides an opportunity to
stimulate other economic development in the area. However, given the
lack of development in the area north of the airport, future economic
development will likely require leveraging WCAA involvement and
investment. For example, the CRCF development could include a high ǡ      Ǥ   ϐ   ǡ
or some similar function that would serve as an incubator for other
development.
It is prudent to prepare to relocate the current rental car sites. Given
  ϐ       
with other collateral development, an interim location must be
ϐǤ     
CRCF for a number of reasons, including:

ƒ Ability to expand the Big Blue Deck to the southeast
ƒ Close-in, convenient service for the North Terminal customers
ƒ Co-located with the existing ground transportation center
allowing easy connection for McNamara Terminal customers
Long-term, it is likely that the rental car function will be better
served outside of the terminal core. Today, however, there is adequate
roadway capacity within the terminal core. Additional analysis needs
to be done to determine if the Big Blue Deck can accommodate the
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current rental car demand. The remaining life of the Big Blue Deck is
estimated by WCAA to be 10-15 more years, which corresponds to the
timeframe for an interim CRCF.
  
There are several tasks that need to be completed as part of the
      Ǥ  ϐ    
a feasibility study that compares the total cost of development and
operation for various sites at DTW. This will require creation of a
facilities program and conceptual development plans along with
a CRCF operations plan for each site. This information will be used
to determine the overall feasibility of the project and to inform the
site selection process. A business plan is also needed to support the
feasibility analysis and tenant outreach efforts. An environmental
review of the preferred development site will be needed prior to
development.
Concurrent with these efforts, the existing environmental
documentation for the demolition of building #278 within the Hertz
leasehold should be reviewed and revised as necessary to ensure FAA
approval. This may require updating the Environmental Assessment
or other analysis needed as part of the NEPA process. It will also
        ϐ 
(SHPO) regarding potential relocation of the Executive Terminal
as required by the demolition of building #278 or the extension of
Runway 21R. This will include reviewing the current Memorandum

of Understanding between the WCAA and the SHPO and revising
as necessary to obtain SHPO approval for the project. A related
implementation effort includes the planning and development of
a taxilane north of Runway 21R adjacent to the existing rental car
site as well and the Executive Terminal. This effort includes testing
and analyzing the existing pavement to determine the condition and
expected pavement life as well as conducting topographic survey,
analyzing pavement geometry and characteristics (width, radii,
shoulders, marking, signs, etc.).
 
The CRCF project anticipates development or redevelopment of
approximately 20 acres and approximately 1.3 million square feet
of building area. The CRCF will include a customer service building,
an attached structure for rental car storage, vehicle ready/return
area, and circulation, and an adjacent structured Quick Turn Area
(QTA) with fueling, car wash equipment, vehicle service areas,
  ϐ   Ǥ       
maintenance and additional car storage for each company may be
necessary. For purposes of this effort, these service sites are assumed
to be the responsibility of the rental car companies to secure, if needed,
and are not included in this project. The project includes internal
site circulation roads and fuel storage and distribution facilities.
Depending on the preferred location of the CRCF, additional utilities
and access roads may also be included. The entire development cost
for this project is estimated to be $270 million.

VI. HIGH PRIORITY INITIATIVES
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VI. HIGH PRIORITY INITIATIVES
ĆĘĘĊēČĊė ĔĒĒĊėĈĎĆđȀĚĘĎēĊĘĘ ĊēęĊė ȋȌ
Development of a small passenger commercial/business center was
explored in the past by WCAA in an effort to provide basic retail
conveniences to the people coming into the airport. The goal of
the development was to increase non-airline revenue and improve
customer service by providing additional amenities to the airport
users and, to some extent, the community. However, the land available
to develop was limited by a narrow site with several airport utility
impacts. As a result, it was not practical to proceed with the original
development concept.
The new opportunity is a larger potential development site that
includes a number of infrastructure enhancements and excellent
visibility and utilities access. The airport entrance and exit roads are
at the end of their useful life and are scheduled to be reconstructed.
The planned reconstruction of these roads allows them to be relocated
 ǡϐ 
for development and enhancing access and circulation at the site. The
site already includes all major utilities which should help expedite
development.
In order to enable a larger development site, other roads would also
ϐ  
project. Burton Drive would likely be decommissioned, eliminating
the connection between the west service drive and the east service
Ǥ ϐ
the elimination of Burton Drive and a new bridge connecting Lucas
Drive to the west service drive and/or the airport entrance road may
also be needed.
Given the location at the main entrance and exit to the airport, it is
likely that this site could support a number of different commercial
uses, including restaurants, specialty coffee, pharmacy, service station,
car wash, dry cleaners, FedEx/Kinkos, and other related functions
that airport passengers, meters and greeters, and airport employees
ϐǤ ͳ
their trip from DTW. Of those, over 70% pass by the proposed location
for the passenger commercial/business center while entering and
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exiting the airport.
There are a number of facilities within the site that would need to be
demolished and/or relocated to facilitate the proposed development.
     ǤǤ  ϐ  ȋ ͓ͷͳͷȌ  
adjacent concessions storage facility. There is also a landside ARFF
Station within the site that serves the public areas of the North
Terminal and McNamara Terminal envelopes. This ARFF facility could
be relocated as part of the development or could remain in its current
 ǡϐ ǡ
direct access to the entrance roadway. A portion of the Yellow Parking
Lot would also be eliminated in order to support the entrance road
 Ǥǡϐ 
dock access road and GSE fueling facility may also be required.
  
Implementation of this project involves a number of tasks including
 ϐ    Ǥ     
creation of a conceptual geometric roadway design which is needed
to understand the land area available, the ingress/egress locations,
ϐ Ǥ ϐǡ
detailed phasing and sequencing plans for the proposed development
will need to be established, including how best to address the ARFF
station and emergency response requirements. These plans can be
used to complete the environmental review process in accordance
with NEPA requirements.

Another important implementation task is the solicitation process
for a developer. Given the nature of this development, it is likely that
       ϐ ǡ   
the facilities. The solicitation for interested developers will include
 ǡ ǡ       ϐ  
restrictions, investment thresholds and business terms. Once an
agreement is reached, a site boundary survey will be needed for the
new parcel lease.
 
The passenger commercial/business center project contemplates
development or redevelopment of approximately 16 acres and
approximately 75,000 square feet of building area. Conceptually, it
consists of relocating portions of the airport entrance road and west
service drive, demolishing Burton Drive and a portion of the Yellow
Parking Lot, and phased construction of several buildings, circulation
roads, and vehicle parking. Extensive site work will be required
including some utility connections. Development cost for this project
is estimated to be $22 million.

The new opportunity for a Passenger
Commercial/Business Center includes a
larger potential development site with
excellent visibility.

VI. HIGH PRIORITY INITIATIVES
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VI. HIGH PRIORITY INITIATIVES
ĎėĈėĆċęĊēĊĜĆđĔĒĕđĊĝȋ Ȍ
An aircraft renewal complex is a potential opportunity at YIP because
of the increasing need in the industry and the lack of facilities in the
region. This development could include heavy aircraft maintenance,
aircraft recycling, and aircraft parts storage and distribution.
ϐ
͓ʹǡ ϐ ʹͲͳͳǤ
While the hangar is well beyond its useful life, the adjacent aircraft
apron makes the site highly desirable. Although the apron needs to
be rehabilitated, it offers the potential to accommodate several large
aircraft. The cost of rehabilitation is a fraction of the cost of new
pavement and could be accomplished in sections in order to minimize
 ϐǤ

of building area. The project envisions demolishing Hangar #2 and
constructing a new building in the same area to take advantage of
the adjacent aircraft apron. This development also includes new or
expanded vehicle circulation and parking, including expansion of the
adjacent service road from Hangar #2 to Tyler Road and/or a new
access road from the north I-94 service road to the public service road
adjacent to the site. Much of the existing aircraft apron will need to be
rehabilitated as well. The entire development cost for this project is
estimated to be $63 million.

The public service road that provides access to the site cannot be
moved easily due to adjacent environmental contamination. But
once Hangar #2 is demolished, the depth of the existing apron will
allow the new facility to be built far enough away from the road to
   ǡ    ǡ  ϐ   
space. This will also allow the developer to optimize the building
location and minimize the amount of apron to be rehabilitated.

  
   ϐ        
completion of the NEPA processing for the demolition of Hangar
#2 and any roadway improvements between Hangar #2 and Tyler
Road. An analysis to determine remaining pavement operational life
based on projected future use is also needed for the aircraft apron.
This should include additional planning and conceptual alternatives
for the aircraft apron and building development, including a multiphased development sequence to understand the potential project
phasing and development options.
 
The aircraft renewal complex concept contemplates development or
redevelopment of approximately 32 acres and 220,000 square feet
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ēċċĎđĎĆęĎĔēĎęčǣ
ě ĎĆęĎĔē ĆĈ ĎđĎęĎĊĘĔ ĒĕĆēĞǡ ēĈǤ
 ĘĘĔĈĎĆę ĊĘǡ ēĈ
ƭēČĎēĊĊėĘ
ĆěĎĉǤĉĆĒĘƭĔēĚėěĊĞĔ ėĘ
 ēě ĎėĔ ēĒĊēęĆđĔ ē Ę Ě đęĎ ē Č ƭ  Ċ Ĉ č ē Ĕ đĔ ČĞ
ĎĒđĊĞǦ ĔėēĆēĉĘĘĔĈĎĆę ĊĘǡ ēĈǤ
  Ĕ ēĘ Ě đęĆēęĘ ǡ  
ĎĈ Ĕēĉ Ĕ ƭ  Ę Ę Ĕ Ĉ Ď Ćę Ċ Ę ǡ  ē Ĉ Ǥ
ĔēĈ ĊđđĎ ǡ  ēĈ Ǥ
Ě Ĉ ĐĊėǡ Ĕ Ě ēČ ǡ  ĆĈ Đ Ę Ĕ ēǡ  Ě đ đ ǡ  ē Ĉ Ǥ

ĉĉĎęĎĔēĆđĊėěĎĈĊĘĞǣ
ĎėĕĔėę  Ě Ę Ď ēĊĘ Ę Ĕ đĚ ęĎ Ĕ ē Ę
  ě ĎĆ Ĕ ēĘ Ě đę Ď ē Č
ĊććĊėĎėĆėČĔ

